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Introduction – White Paper Purpose

White Paper Purpose
Established in July 2020, LYOPAY focuses on initiating crypto applications that
serve diverse real-life use cases and support the mass adoption of
cryptocurrencies.


Following the debut of the flagship LYOPAY application, our founders examined
the cryptocurrency market during its nascent stage and started developing a
concept to reunite crypto applications in an ecosystem.


This white paper was created to provide:
Oversight of the LYOPAY project and initiatives in process on its behalf
A detailed study of the ecosystem’s token, LYO Credit (LYO)
An in-depth explanation of ecosystem applications, including their function
and roadmap


This document can be updated.


We would be happy to hear from you about the white paper.
Send feedback or questions to:

info@lyopay.com
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Introduction – Market Analysis

Market Analysis
Mass adoption of cryptocurrency is continuing to expand and the crypto world is
growing exponentially in tandem. Only 66 cryptocurrencies existed in 2013, a tally
which rose to 506 by 2014. Now in 2022, the market contains more than 10,000.
[1] Cryptocurrency trading volume reached several peaks in 2021, its highest being
$4 billion on May 19. There are over 300 million crypto users globally and 18,000
businesses are now accepting the currency worldwide. [2]


In 2021, investors across the globe accrued a total of $162.7 billion worth of crypto
gains, a massive leap from the $32.5 billion generated in 2020. [3] Despite early
2022’s bearish market conditions, cryptocurrency market capitalization in the
second quarter nevertheless equals $1.17 trillion. [4] Understandably, that figure is
expected to climb in coming years as global markets—and interest rates—recover
from the negative impact of COVID-19. Today in 2022, there are over 81 million
wallet users, a 190% increase from 2018 to 2020. [5]


In its decade of existence so far, the cryptocurrency sector has already
distinguished itself with some remarkable accomplishments in terms of turnover
and technological evolution. This young market is full to overflowing with
opportunities for new companies and fresh innovations


[1] CoinMarketCap

https://www.statista.com/statistics/863917/number-crypto-coins-tokens/

[2] Triple-A
[3] Chainalysis
[4] Cointelegraph

https://cointelegraph.com/news/the-total-crypto-market-cap-drops-under-1-2t-but-

data-show-traders-are-less-inclined-to-sell

[5] Blockchain.com

https://www.statista.com/statistics/647374/worldwide-blockchain-wallet-users/
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Introduction – Industry Concerns

Industry Concerns
In order to achieve more widespread usage, cryptocurrencies must first gain a
broader level of acceptance among consumers. Although the number of
businesses accepting cryptocurrency continues to climb, merchants who do so are
still in the minority. Consumers, companies, and payment institutions hoping to
integrate cryptocurrencies into their assets need solutions to make it happen. The
primary challenges are:

1. Introduction to New Technology


Cryptocurrency payment system interfaces can be complex, with lengthy
documentation and a multitude of service types. Confused users may be
overwhelmed by their perception of crypto as being overly complicated. People
need time to adjust to a new payment system and they will rarely invest that time
in anything other than a simple, welcoming interface. 


The most successful exchanges achieved or maintained their status by publishing a
pared-down version of their portal and offering an option with reduced
functionality and simplified navigation. Of course, if an interface is designed to be
user-friendly from the outset, there’s no need to create different versions.


Consider the user experience—how a customer engages and interacts with a
product, system, or service. The encounter includes a person's perceptions of utility,
intuitiveness, and efficiency. This “relationship” with a digital service is essential for
successful adoption by its users.
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2. Poor Safety


Hackers and fraudsters are always devising new tools and techniques to invade
the servers and data of user exchanges and applications. Once a criminal gains
access to customer accounts, all that remains is to withdraw currency from the
wallets.


To erase this risk, it’s incumbent upon payment portals to upgrade their security
systems as often as necessary. Ongoing training of technical and programming
teams is essential and it’s imperative to implement multi-factor authentication to
enable account access and confirm transaction requests. In addition to online
storage for exchange wallets, customers should be offered offline storage options,
as well. Currently, only a handful of exchange and payment services are able to
meet these requirements.

3. Lack of Practical Application


As a form of currency, crypto is still considered mostly an investment asset
because rarely does one use a cryptocurrency for a purchase without first
converting to traditional (fiat) money. A few online and physical stores accept
crypto payments, but it’s a short list. Mass adoption will only be possible when
acceptance of cryptocurrency as a valid means of payment gains a wider
foothold. The more transactions that are processed, the steadier the rise in market
volume—and positive word-of-mouth—will be.

4. Regulations, Licenses and Government Role


Gauging the attitude of governments and central banks toward cryptocurrency is
a challenging task. Some jurisdictions seek to develop their own cryptocurrency
systems; this category contains a diverse list of countries including the Marshall
Islands, Venezuela, Lithuania, and the member states of ECCB, the Eastern
Caribbean Central Bank. As of now, most are unable to support crypto as
unregulated currency, although it could become a useful tool. The current banking
system is restricted by certain territorial and temporal limits, barriers which
blockchain technology has managed to bypass.
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For instance, it solves the problem of double-spending (verification of the
transaction prior to processing to prove the units exist) and transactions can take
place anywhere in the world, without location-based commissions.


Companies and crypto service providers must invest in securing the appropriate
regulations and licenses for operation—requirements which vary by jurisdiction.
Numerous rules apply to providing a service with cryptocurrency or even
accepting it as payment in a business. Licenses are expensive and demand
significant time and effort to obtain. Most governments refuse to take an explicit
stance for or against cryptocurrencies and blockchain payment systems, so
companies in the crypto sector are obligated to possess a high level of know-how,
endless expertise, and complete confidence in their ability to monitor and respond
to any changes in regulations and requirements.


5. Corporate Accounting


Businesses interested in integrating bitcoin and major cryptocurrencies as payment
options face a situation fraught with uncertainty. Accountants possess only limited
knowledge of the best methods for declaring and invoicing the currency for
expense reports and customers. Educating oneself regarding the existing rules is
best accomplished by understanding how to manage the accounting of a business
in the first place. Confusion here can compound easily if regulators employ
differing approaches to digital assets market activities; an abundance of caution is
advised.


A cryptocurrency payment system which aspires to become part of the traditional
financial model may have to satisfy an array of divergent criteria. What might
initially appear to be the responsibility of a single cryptocurrency is actually borne
by the payment systems in their entirety; only those entities have the power to
equate cryptocurrency with traditional money.
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6. Lack of Compliance and Anti-Money
Laundering


As decentralized finance, cryptocurrency faces a greater risk of exploitation than
traditional finances. With the constant threat of crypto exchanges and payment
applications being used as money laundering outlets, general customers are
exercising caution in their personal usage. Instead, they’re endorsing it amongst
their networks because a platform’s security identity—and possible future incidents
—can destroy their reputation.


Users are even more trepidatious about peer-to-peer transactions for fear of
being part of a direct transaction record with a potential culprit. Transactions can
occur from countries outside the jurisdiction of the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF). Misappropriated assets carry the risk of tarnishing previously pristine units
simply by being included in their eventual totals. One has to consider “money
muling,” a specific type of money laundering rife with culprits who route assets and
fund transfers through clean accounts and innocent people, and are rarely
reported. These possibilities exist due to the lack of central oversight (an overseeing
and delegating body dedicated at the statutory level) as well as central control (the
inability to reverse/confiscate any suspicious virtual assets in a chain).


Despite cryptocurrency’s popularity and appeal amongst retail users and
institutions alike, it is a sunrise segment; to meaningfully contribute to the push for
increased adoption, companies must accept the responsibility for enhancing
security. Platforms interested in their own survival have no choice but to implement
best practices for screening during user onboarding and transaction monitoring.
The ability to identify suspicious new patterns—a process requiring inspection and
intelligence layers comprised of both human and technological expertise—must be
well-honed and virtually flawless.

Given the prevalence of these crypto-related concerns in the market and amongst
users, the issues play a pivotal role in the product formation stages of the LYOPAY
ecosystem and are also embedded within the business as standard procedure.
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LYOPAY Group – Project concept

Project Concept
LYOPAY is a FinTech organization managed by DIGILYO APP LIMITED. The project
intends to create a financial technology ecosystem of services through different
platforms which connect users with technological tools in an intuitive and simple
manner.


LYOPAY aims to:
Promote mass adoption of cryptocurrencies by providing easy access for
newcomers to the sector
Bridge the gap between cryptocurrency and its traditional counterpart
Build a long-term project in compliance with all legal restrictions and national
and international regulations


To expedite its global expansion, the project offers a number of services from a
range of financial partners across multiple countries. For LYOPAY, it is essential to
achieve global coverage and give people all over the world cryptocurrency
payment services. These services extend into several categories: crypto exchange,
a payment gateway for business, a neobank, travel booking, and more. 


LYOPAY is categorized as an ecosystem: the project provides a wide range of
applications that are enabled by partnerships with multiple services providers. The
applications function in diverse use cases and cater to several categories of users
(institutions, enterprises, merchants, personal users).
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LYOPAY Group – Legal Entities

Legal Entities
The project works with several companies worldwide in order to operate
according to the regulations of each legislation in which LYOPAY Group platforms
are available.
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DIGILYO APP
LIMITED – HK

Holding Company 



DIGILYO APP LTD UK 

Service Company 



CRN: 3003500

Room 1104,
Crawford House, 70
Queen's Road
Central, Hong Kong

Hong Kong


CRN: 12726163

1/1A Telegraph
Street, 2nd Floor,
EC2R 7AR, London

United Kingdom


LYOPAY LLC 

License No.
0110/553 



LYOPAY LLC 

License No.
0110/553 



Hualing Kutaisi Free
Industrial Zone,
Avtomshenebeli str.
88, Kutaisi, Georgi

Hualing Kutaisi Free
Industrial Zone,
Avtomshenebeli str.
88, Kutaisi, Georgi

Digital assets
exchange
services
Digital assets
and financial
services
Portfolio
management

Georgia



Digital assets
exchange
services
Digital assets
and financial
services
Portfolio
management

Georgia



DIGIPRO
SOFTWARE LIMITED
- IRL

Software Services


CRN: 720561

The Black Church,
St. Mary’s Place,
D07 P4AX Dublin 7,
Dublin

Ireland

DIGILYO MERCHANT
LIMITED

Crypto Payment
Gateway 


CRN: 3129759

Room 1104, Crawford
House, 70 Queen's
Road Central, Hong
Kong 

Hong Kong


DIGILYO APP LTD 

Token Issuer 


CRN: 2065462 

Tortola Street
Central

British Virgin Islands


LYOPAY Group – Vision and Mission

Vision and Mission
LYOPAY vision is a world where we can use cryptocurrencies as
our primary money. To do this, our mission is to create tools to use
them in our daily life.
In today’s world, cryptocurrency purchases and transactions, especially of a
business-related nature, require conversion to traditional currency and mandate
our reliance on “mainstream” money. The LYOPAY team is ready to shift that
paradigm—it’s time to allow products and services to be paid for with crypto so we
can all make the most of our wallets.


LYOPAY envisions a world in which cryptocurrencies are able to serve as our
primary legal tender. To realize this vision, our mission is to put cryptocurrency in
everyone’s pocket by creating crypto-friendly tools which are used on a daily
basis.
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LYOPAY Group – Ecosystem and Products

Ecosystem and Products
The categories or services are offered through the LYOPAY ecosystem:
Payment
Trading
Financial
Platform as a service (PaaS)
Our strategy is to leverage payment solutions as the primary tool for driving
adoption and user acquisition while simultaneously building trading and financial
service solutions as major revenue sources. This self-sustaining strategy creates a
virtuous cycle: payment channels attract users to the platform; trading and
financial services generate revenue able to be reinvested into payment; reinvested
revenue is used to build the ecosystem to offer full-suite crypto services. Our
product solutions across four verticals work together to construct a sustainable
project.

A key component of the ecosystem is its native token, LYO Credit (LYO), built for
multiple real-life use cases. Diversified purchase utility creates confidence in token
usability to counter the well-known volatility of crypto assets solely as an
investment. A transparent roadmap and agreements with partners give value to
the token, as well as a technological growth strategy that supports it in its growth.


Product
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Description

Website

LYOPAY

Payments application

lyopay.com

LYOTRADE

Professional crypto
exchange

lyotrade.com

LYOTRAVEL

Flight and hotel
booking and car rental,
paid with crypto

lyotravel.com

LYOPAY Group – Ecosystem and Products

Product

LYOWALLET

Description

Non-custodial

Website

wallet.lyopay.com

cryptocurrency wallet

LYOTECH LABS

Smart devices with

lyotechlabs.com

enhanced privacy

LYOSWAP BOT

Crypto trading via

t.me/lyoswapbot

chatbot

LYOBRIDGE

Cross-chain bridging

bridge.lyocredit.io

for LYO tokens and
synthetic tokens

LYOMERCHANT

Crypto payment

lyomerchant.com

gateway

LYOBANQ

Neobank available in

In Development

150 countries

LYOPAY Pro

Payments app for

In Development

crypto and fiat
Product

LYOTIER

Description
currencies

Multi-tier rewards

Website

In Development

system

LYOSMART CHAIN

Native L1 blockchain

In Development

LYOCUSTODY

Institutional custodian

In Development

solution

LYOPEDIA

Cryptocurrency

In Development

education platform

LYOBROKER

DeFi crypto plugin

In Development

LYOAGENT

Whitelabel solution of

In Development

all LYOPAY product
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LYOPAY Group – History

History
The LYOPAY project was founded in July 2020 and released its first product to the
public, the LYOPAY mobile application, in September 2020.

The app was promoted to a crypto community by initially expanding in Europe and
achieved 41,000 customers in its first year of activity. It reached an average of
USD one million in daily volume.

The second platform introduced was LYOTRADE, followed by LYOTRAVEL and
LYOFi. As of July 2022, the project has connected more than 110,000 customers
with an average daily volume in the ecosystem of 125 million USD.


Users Forecast

Our team of analysts and business development managers have created a series
of predicted customer numbers based on available and upcoming LYOPAY
products.* Sector-related variables have been taken into consideration.



Year

Users Number

2023

1 million

2024

2.5 million

2025

5 million

2026

10 million

*Buyer may be in possession of certain plans, projections, and alternate forecasts regarding the Business.
Buyer acknowledges the existence of substantial uncertainties inherent in attempting to make such plans,
projections, and alternate forecasts and accordingly is not relying on them, and Buyer shall have no claim
against anyone with respect thereto.
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LYOPAY Group – SWOT Analysis

SWOT Analysis
Strength
100,000+ verified customers
$620 million ecosystem volume
Ten current projects and growing
Integration of SEPA, IBAN, PIX, and similar
banking payment rails
Reputation for being easy-to-use with a simple
interface
Enacted with strong AML/KYC procedures
Team of 300 expert-level crypto & FinTech
professionals
Strong compliance
USD 85 million monthly volume





Weaknesse
Parallel (rather than sequential) application
launches under tight time-frame to enable live
ecosystem status. Prioritizing ecosystem launch
over app-by-app launch may delay upcoming
sprint feature addition
Brand presence not identified to any region of
origi
Dependence from liquidity provider
Lack of mass media brand presence
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LYOPAY Group – SWOT Analysis

Opportunitie
Potential for partnerships and projects involving
widespread reputation of NFT and Metaverse
Blockchain integration with other more real-life
cases, global industries like Health, Travel,
Finance, etc.
Key issue of mass crypto adoption—huge market
for user conversion to crypto

Threat
Habitual use of traditional players despite
disadvantages
Persistent attempted hacker attacks—wallet
attacks, smart contract hacks, etc.
Government bans of crypto usage, high tax on
crypto revenue
Fiat currency interest rate spikes prompting user
exploitation through buying, selling, trading, and
other financial practices, impacting crypto
valuations and market conditions
Human errors compromising user experience
High cryptocurrency volatility
Opposition of traditional finance to crypto
service providers and end-users
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Regulation – Introduction

Introduction
As of the second quarter of 2022, there are over 18,000 cryptocurrencies in
existence, resulting in a volatile crypto market that’s highly speculative. LYOPAY
completes all necessary steps to adhere to the latest global cryptocurrency
regulations and fully supports, works toward, and contributes to the healthy
development of the industry. Our commitment assures users that their crypto
assets are protected and that they’re using an ecosystem of crypto services they
can trust. Moreover, our dedication reduces public speculation and increases
investor confidence moving forward. As LYOPAY continues to abide by all Financial
Task Force (FATF) recommendations and follow all guidance, while also honoring a
diverse list of national- and international-level restrictions and legislations, more
long-term investors will gravitate to cryptocurrency and the benefits of its usage
will come to full fruition. 


Our aim is instilled in utilizing the current regulated space and building an
ecosystem able to operate globally and cater to clients worldwide, without any
legal or practical jurisdictional barriers.
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Regulation – Legal and Compliance

Legal and Compliance
LYOPAY operates in compliance with diligent international standards for
conducting its operations under the Anti Money Laundering (AML) Framework, and
through its Know Your Customer (KYC) and Digital Asset/Fiat Transaction
Monitoring procedures.


Accordingly, the operations of LYOPAY take place in a complete, comprehensive,
and wholly transparent manner, with respect for the institutions regulating
payment flows and with strict attention paid to the safety of customers and their
funds.


The service providers LYOPAY relies on are in possession of the proper operating
licenses, as are the third-party providers and partners issuing the products. We
believe that transparency, security, and compliance comprise the foundation
necessary to ultimately achieve mainstream cryptocurrency adoption.

In the ecosystem, stringent AML and CFT measures are ensured with regard to user
onboarding and transaction processing and in our continuing association with
financial intelligence authorities. We integrate multiple specialized service providers
with expertise in helping firms achieve these objectives during their day-to-day
transactional course of business.


Measures include:
KYC diligence and CDD initiatives
External wallet screening (before and after deposits & withdrawals)
Pre-transaction and real-time transaction screening
PEP and sanctions watch list response action. 



These supervisions are performed by technology and an added tier of due
diligence by in-house monitoring specialists.
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Regulation – Compliance Technologies

Compliance Technologies
1. Sumsub

www.sumsub.com



KYC provider Sumsub uses artificial intelligence-powered solutions to
automatically manage identity verification, fraud prevention, implementation of
KYC solutions, AML screening, and customer data storage to protect and enable
regulated online business.

Sumsub—the sole KYC provider to the VASP—is a multifaceted tool with the ability
to collect users' video identification and exercise fraud prevention workflows.
Sumsub enables the VASP to gain access to a wide variety of functions.




2. Chainalysis INC

www.chainalysis.com



Chainalysis KYT (Know Your Transaction) combines industry-leading blockchain
intelligence with an easy-to-use interface and real-time API. It assists firms by
reducing manual workflows, maintaining compliance with local and global
regulations, and securely interacting with developing technologies.

Chainalysis KYT performs continuous transaction monitoring of all cryptocurrency
assets. It is capable of detecting patterns of high-risk activity; preventing
transactions with addresses identified on OFAC’s sanction list; freezing deposits
from hacks or ransomware; screening ETH accounts; and more. Real-time alerts
may be configured based on an organization’s particular AML policies.





3. Huntli

https://huntli.io/



Huntli is a transaction monitoring tool that assists in the fight against financial fraud
and helps keep its users in check. Huntli performs real-time monitoring and
screening of users; prompts a risk score for users and their in-process transactions;
and provides analytics of the monitoring being performed.
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Regulation – Data Framework

Data Framework
1. Fireblocks

www.fireblocks.com



Fireblocks is a digital assets infrastructure provider that protects digital assets in
transit. It focuses on safeguarding the transmission of customers' digital assets
between exchanges, counter brokers, hot wallets, and cold stores of products and
services. The technology consists of the Fireblocks Network and MPC-based
Wallet Infrastructure.




2. Data Management, Storage, and Protection


The group is partnered with the renowned Amazon Web Services (AWS) for
platform hosting that enables scaling up readiness with minimal teething issues
over LYOPAY group's frequent application launches and upgrades, and
transaction handling capacity from server when it’s imperative that transaction
capability and success rate are on par with global users’ signup and usage
demand spikes.


Additionally, the LYOPAY ecosystem has its production data centers hosted in the
US-based Dallas Data Center. The physically secured centers located within a
business hub are powered by an uninterrupted, generator-backed power supply
located in a region at low risk for natural disasters. The location boasts high
bandwidth and superior network speed; robust HVAC over-cooling and antihumidity controls; elevated fire and smoke suppression; and frequent
maintenance to ensure peak transaction handling capacity.


Much as the above covers facility management in terms of performance and
capacity, the same attention is paid to access security, with surveillance tech
monitoring on-site access and IAM protocols embedded under BAU employee
practices securing against unpermitted, trespassed, and backdoor off-site access.
Further, fortnight reviews of internal data practices and awareness sessions on
stealing access and phishing attempts are undertaken company-wide, followed
by procedures and trainings.
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3. Licensing


The LYOPAY project has a unique and distinctive approach toward its expansion
of services and business activities. We seek to conduct diligent market and legal
research in numerous jurisdictions in order to understand the jurisdictional
appetite, scope of legislation, and extent of regulations for Digital Asset businesses.
We consistently strive to obtain the adequate financial and digital asset licenses
needed for different licensing activities in the interest of grounding our operations
in a regulated and compliant framework.
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Technology

Technology
LYO Credit (LYO) is the utility token of the ecosystem applications.


LYO is based on the BNB Chain protocol powered by Binance. The BEP-20 smart
contract allows BSC to facilitate transactions and record balances of such credits in
an account. The benefits of using the BEP-20 protocol include the following:
The simple, easy-to-understand BEP-20 standard reduces the complexity
associated with studying and understanding other types of blockchains for
implementations like the LYO Ecosystem.
The BEP-20 standard enhances the liquidity of other BEP-20 tokens and
reduces the risk of broken contracts.
BEP-20 is a uniformity of tech and protocol standards for everyone to use.
Hence, it is widely acceptable and extremely reliable. 




Aside from trading, transactions, and staking, LYO also functions as a utility to
reward users for successfully completing tasks, such as KYC verification.


Smart Contract:


https://bscscan.com/token/0x9bad6c75b5a4e72df8147cc89d068cc848648e59
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Token Audit

Token Audit
The LYOPAY native token, LYO Credit Token (LYO), received a 98% rating in a smart
contract audit performed by the Zokyo blockchain team on March 11, 2022.


Zokyo is an end-to-end encrypted security company notable for its devoted
cybersecurity team. It provides distinguishable security auditing and penetrating
testing services to blockchain-based projects, effectively protecting them from
hackers. Zokyo secures and funds crypto, DeFi, and NFT companies. 



In detail, the Zokyo team performed the audit step-by-step to analyze security and
correctness of the LYO smart contract codebase. Notably, during the audit, no
critical or medium-level issues were discovered. LYO Credit scored a testable code
of 98%, which is higher than the 95% industry standard, generating buzz around
LYO Credit for its strong showing.


Throughout the audit, the firm ensured that the LYO smart contract appropriately
and effectively implements and adheres to existing standards, and that
documentation and code comments align with logic and behavior. Moreover, the
audit ensured that the smart contract distributes tokens in a manner which
matches calculations and follows best practices for the efficient use of resources
without unnecessary waste.
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Token Audit

We’re pleased and proud that Zokyo’s blockchain security team positively assessed
the LYO native token’s smart contract and that it meets their security requirements
for listing on cryptocurrency exchanges. This groundbreaking achievement
continues to establish LYO’s reputation as a one-of-a-kind token instrumental in
changing the way people transact with crypto-focused payment. This
accomplishment demonstrates LYO Credit’s commitment toward constantly
expanding its global presence in the crypto space while also maintaining a fair
share of its market dominance.

Zokyo, a leading smart contract auditor, gave LYOPAY's smart contract security
qualifications a score of 98%. This strong evaluation reflects LYOPAY's emphasis on
quality, security, and correctness. 


View Zokyo’s full audit of LYO Credit (LYO):

https://lyopay.com/lyocredit-zokyo-audit.pdf
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Price Tracking Website

Price Tracking Website

coinmarketcap.com/currencies/lyo-credit/

www.coingecko.com/en/coins/lyo-credit

coinmarketcap.com/currencies/lyo-credit/

https://www.binance.com/en/price/lyo-credit

https://www.coinbase.com/price/lyo-credit
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Exchange Listing

Exchange Listing
The presence of LYO Credit (LYO) on various exchanges is of fundamental
importance since it will support the value of the token, and its growth as per the
volume market.

coinmarketcap.com/currencies/lyo-credit/

www.bitmart.com/

www.lbank.info/

www.bibox.com/en/exchange/basic/LYO_USDT

https://coinsbit.io/trade_classic/LYO_USDT

https://hitbtc.com/lyo-to-usdt

https://www.bitforex.com/en/spot/lyo_usdt
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Features and Strategy

Features and Strategy
The value of a cryptocurrency or a token is always linked to the project’s purpose.
LYO Credit (LYO) is unique among its competitors because of its connection with a
large platform.


LYO will always take responsibility for these tokens as a way to use its platform’s
services; its growth and devaluation are integrated into the project design itself.
Even if LYOPAY cannot manipulate market shares, it is issued by an experienced,
highly competent team, with all steps and fundamentals defined and planned to
ensure this currency’s incredible stability over time.


Given the expansion of our platform—and due to the features and design that
govern the currency—it’s highly likely that LYO will become an increasingly global
asset. Furthermore, its potential to appreciate is significant; by fundamentally
analyzing the project, all token holders will recognize it as the currency of a solid
endeavor with strong representation worldwide.


LYO offers a large volume of usage and application within the platform itself.
Over the next two years, the focus will be technological development and new
services integration.


Licensed ecosystem 


LYO Credit tokens are issued by a company that operates under licensed partners
and platforms authorized in various countries around the world. Today, creating a
cryptocurrency is cheap and accessible to anyone, but the value of that currency
is always linked to the purpose of the project. Therefore, LYO Credit stands out
among other cryptocurrencies because of its connection with a large platform
that is listed on different exchanges such as Coinsbit, BitForex, Bibox, CoinGecko,
and many other.
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Token ownership 


When a company issues a token, even if it is in the possession of its users, it tends to
be decentralized. LYO Credit will always take responsibility for these tokens for
use of the services on the platform. Its growth and devaluation are integrated into
the design of the project. LYOPAY cannot manipulate market shares, but as it is
issued by an experienced, highly-competent team, all steps and fundamentals
have been defined and planned such that this currency has incredible stability
over time





Applicability of the token 


Due to the features and design that govern the currency, the token has a high
likelihood of becoming an increasingly global asset in view of the platform's
expansion. Furthermore, it has significant potential for appreciation, as by
fundamentally analyzing the project, all token holders will understand that it is the
currency of a solid project with worldwide representation. Hence, it has the ability
to provide a large volume of usage and application within the platform itself. Over
the next two years, the focus of the platform will be on technological
development and the integration of new services.
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Features and Strategy

Token Fees


All commissions applied to the business model are 100% payable with LYO Credit
(LYO). In addition, 15% of each commission or brokerage activity will generate LYO
Credit “points” known as Referral Rewards.
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Coins Listing

€5,000 to €50,000

Banks

€0.10 to €175

KYC

€0 to €6,500

Launchpad

3% to 15%

White-label

€250,000 + monthly fee +
revenue sharing

Top-up Telecom

2%

Travel Booking

1% to 3%

Exchange Trading

1.50%

Precious Metal

0.20% to 1.5%

LYOTRADE

0.20% to 1.5%

P2P

0.20% to 1%

LYOMERCHANT

0.50% to 1%

LYOCUSTODY

0.50% to 10%

E-Commerce

2% to 15%

LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Features and Strategy

Buyback Strategy


In June 2022, the LYOPAY platform’s buyback of LYO Credit will be activated.
Twenty percent of LYOPAY’s generated profits will be used to buy tokens from
users in three-month intervals. These tokens will then be removed from circulation
until the repurchase of 50% of the total supply is reached (125 million of a total
supply of 250 million). All buyback transactions will be announced on the
blockchain. Ultimately, 125 million tokens will be removed and the remainder will
constitute the circulating supply.





Staking Reward


Users will be able to participate in the LYO Credit token lock and receive yearly
rewards of up to 36% based on a fixed market price logic in the staking phase.
Staking users will also receive exchange and service fee discounts.

LYO Credit Token (LYO) staking is available on lyotrade.com. Users can lock a
minimum of 50 LYO and a maximum of 100,000 LYO. Rewards are delivered in
the same currency as the stake via LYO Credit wallet.

Moreover, LYO staking gives users the option to lock their crypto-assets for three
to 24 months. Participants earn interest on their locked tokens depending on their
chosen lock period. Users can also choose to compound their locked tokens to
earn yearly rewards worth up to 36%.










Airdrop


All users will have a link to open an account on the platform. Each new customer a
user refers will receive €2 in LYO Credit, 15% of which is contributed to earning
rewards in LYO Credit. This process encourages users to complete the KYC (Know
Your Customer) procedure so that the platform always has real, validated people
using it. In October 2021, airdrop promotions began with active users.





Referral Plan


Most platforms adopt two-tier referrals and one-tier promotions. The LYOPAY
platform will welcome users with a three-level referral that has the potential to
reach up to seven levels over time. Referral levels unlock with no purchase
necessary; users are required only to send a referral link to their contacts and to
instruct them on using the application. The referral system will be inclusive of all
independent areas, such as LYOTRAVEL and LYOTRADE.
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Token Valuation

Token Valuation
The documentation detailed below lists the ways in which other cryptocurrencies
increased their valuation. All are highly applicable to LYO Credit (LYO).

Case 1: CRO


Crypto.com Coin (CRO) is the native cryptocurrency token of the Crypto.com
Chain, a decentralized and open-source blockchain developed by Crypto.com. In
2018, it received a 380% injection and increased from $0.0130 (333 satoshi) to
$0.0625 (1600 satoshi). Accordingly, the daily volume increased from US
$90,000 to over US $800 million in four years.





Case 2: BNB


Binance Coin (BNB) is a utility token designed for Binance cryptocurrency
exchange users that launched in July 2017. When account users buy BNB and use it
to pay Binance cryptocurrency market trading fees, they receive discounts.

BNB, built on a blockchain called "proof-of-staked authority," is a deflationary
cryptocurrency with a 200 million hard supply cap. Before the initial offering, all
coins were pre-mined at a price of $0.10 per BNB.

In 2021, the coin increased by nearly 1,344% and the BNB rose from roughly $38 in
January 2021 to an all-time high of $683.82 in early May 2021, and then in early
November 2021 to a new high of $668.07. BNB’s current market cap is over $47
billion
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Token Valuation

Case 3: KCS


Kucoin (KCS) is the KuCoin Exchange native token launched in 2017 with profitsharing capability allowing traders to reap the benefits of the exchange's value. It
was created as an ERC-20 token that runs on the Ethereum blockchain. KuCoin
has a market cap of over $1.5 billion, a maximum supply of just over 170 million
KCS coins, and a circulating supply at about 98.4 million (58%).


Just a few days after its release, the currency skyrocketed from $0.4551 on
November 30, 2017, to $20.44 on January 10, 2018. Despite dipping to $2.28 on
March 18, 2018, KCS has now risen to $5.17 as of April 24, 2018. According to
CoinGecko, the currency has risen by more than 125% in the past 12 months

Case 4: CRPT


Crypterium Token (CRPT) is the token of Crypterium, a wallet which aims to
integrate traditional financial services and cryptocurrencies that’s fueled by CRPT,
an Ethereum token. Crypterium accelerates the impact of supply and demand
economics on the value of CRPT by charging a 0.5% gas fee in CRPT for crypto-tofiat transactions, and also by burning tokens at month’s end. CRPT now has a
market value of $16 million and is held in 56,628 wallets.


Crypterium soared to an all-time high of $3 (January 23, 2018), and on April 8,
2020, the price increased by over 64% of its worth at that time. By selling
68,875,950 Crypterium tokens for $0.75 each, the Crypterium ICO (initial coin
offering) raised $51,656,963.


The project's strengths revolve around how effectively their executed activities
and products towards use cases increased token valuations—the more tokens are
utilized for personal consumption, the higher the valuation. However, within
volatile periods that may impact the valuations of almost all tokens at the same
time, L1 utility tokens spring back into valuation first. 


LYO Credit tokens function within the entire ecosystem to scale up interoperability
of the earned/invested assets between projects, thereby giving it the valuation
strength of a utility token.
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Initial Coin Offering (ICO)

Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
The ICO for the LYO Credit token occurred in 2021. In its July 2021 ICO phase, the
token was initially sold out at the price of $0.60. The total supply of LYO Credit is
250 million tokens. During the ICO, 30 million LYO tokens were distributed from a
total of 250 million LYO. In the final phase, 7.5 million tokens were up for purchase.

ICO Bonus Phase
Soft Cap: 10,500,000 LYO
Hard Cap: 30,000,000 LYO 
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
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Round

Token

Token
Price

Token
Price $*

Bonus

Period

Pre-ICO

2,500,000

€0.50

$0.60

100%

7-31 Jul
2021

Completed
100%

Phase 1

5,000,000

€0.55

$0.66

80%

1 - 31 Aug
2021
Completed
100%

Phase 2

5,000,000

€0.60

$0.72

65%

1 - 30 Sept
2021
Completed
100%

Phase 3

5,000,000

€0.65

$0.78

53%

1 - 31 Oct
2021
Completed
50%

Phase 4

5,000,000

€0.70

$0.84

42%

1 - 30 Nov
2021
Completed
81%

Phase 5

7,500,000

€0.75

$0.90

33%

1 - 31 Dec
2021
Completed
78%

LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Initial Coin Offering (ICO)

Token Linear Distribution


After the conclusion of the ICO, distribution of tokens is linear. From the first
exchange on the day of launch, the token system releases a specific number of
units daily for 600 days.


Token price once listed on the first exchange: €1/$1.20.


The following formula was used: 0.16% × purchased value × the day's token value =
the day’s number of tokens released into the wallet.


After 600 days of first exchange listing, the remaining value will be released in
full.
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LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Token Distribution

Token Distribution
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Area

Percentage

Minting and Social Mining

24.4%

Burned

23.6%

Treasury

14%

ICO

12%

Rewards and Auctions

8%

Airdrop and Promotions

8%

Yield Farming

5%

Team

3%

Advisor

2%

LYO CREDIT (LYO) Tokenomics – Wallet Distribution

Wallet Distribution
Treasury


0x8da8739a499d5cd26fc6dd45e66129ba953e9a3a


ICO wallet on LYOPAY app 


0x608ecd3828c2eaa2ce5c0924dea1be6c560da417


Rewards and Auctions 


0xcf1a13a6ad4fdb570b18a237778c5a7594317532


Airdrop and Promotions 


0x7063976f01c2ecb0002410b4ddfcf09029f5938f


Yield Farming 


0x9bad6c75b5a4e72df8147cc89d068cc848648e59


Team


0x3c736f87deb8010b4e8925083d98817bcfa292b8


Advisor


0x88d10c8b1eef3c5bb96a7133c7438219a1958f39
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LYO CREDIT [LYO] Tokenomics - Token Funds Management

Token Funds Management
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Area

%

User Acquisition, Gift, Airdrop

50%

Development

23%

Marketing

15%

Legal

7%

Security

5%

Products – Live Platform and Service

Live Platform and Service
Product
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Description

Website

LYOPAY

Payments application

lyopay.com

LYOTRADE

Professional crypto
exchange

lyotrade.com

LYOTRAVEL

Flight and hotel
booking and car rental,
paid with crypto

lyotravel.com

LYOWALLET

Non-custodial
cryptocurrency wallet

wallet.lyofi.com


LYOTECH LABS

Smart devices with
enhanced privacy

lyotechlabs.com

LYOSWAP BOT

Crypto trading via
chatbot

t.me/lyoswapbot



LYOBRIDGE

Cross-chain bridging
for LYO tokens and
synthetic tokens

bridge.lyocredit.io


LYOMERCHANT

Payment gateway to
accept cryptocurrency
payments in online
shops or physical
stores

lyomerchant.com/

Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOPAY

LYOPAY is a cryptocurrency payments application to store, exchange, buy and sell
cryptocurrencies. It is the connection point between fiat and cryptocurrencies, to
exchange traditional money into cryptocurrencies and vice versa. Currently
available the EUR (€) account, to provide an IBAN account for SEPA transfer.


LYOPAY app has been the first platform and product of the ecosystem. Starting
from basic payment services, the project expanded its features on other platforms
too.


Website: 


https://www.lyopay.com/


Docs and Guides: 


https://docs.lyopay.com/


Customer Service: 


https://t.me/LYOPAYSupportBot


iOS App Store: 


https://apps.apple.com/ae/app/lyopay/id1537945402


Android Google Play: 


https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lyopay
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOPAY

Services

Features Coming Soon

IBAN account EUR

Debit Card

Crypto exchange

Referral System

Crypto wallet

Mobile Payment

Customer support via ticket
and chat

Mobile app
Platform interface for desktop and mobile browser
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOTRADE

LYOTRADE is a cryptocurrency exchange. It has a high liquidity system connected
with 300 exchanges. It features 30 risk control mechanisms and an ultra-low fee
rate. Several trading modes, as Spot, Margin and Futures are available on the
exchange. While this is a centralized exchange, it also offers a DEX Swap service
integrated via a third-party provider.

Aside from trading, crypto loans are available on LYOTRADE, staking (on USDT and
LYO), and the purchase and selling of cryptocurrency using card and wire transfer.


LYOTRADE is a regulated and licensed exchange that follow anti-money
laundering (AML) and know your customer (KYC) procedures. There are several
account tiers based on the verification level achieved from the account owner.


Website: 


https://lyotrade.com/


Docs and Guides: 


https://docs.lyotrade.com/


Customer Service: 


http://support.lyotrade.com/


iOS App Store: 


https://apps.apple.com/app/lyo-trade-crypto-btc-exchange/id1624895730


Android Google Play: 


https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lyotrade
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOTRADE

Services

Features Coming Soon

Spot trading

Cloud Mining

Margin trading

Withdraw and deposit from
USD bank accounts

Futures trading

Withdraw and deposit in INR
Indian Rupees

Grid trading

Wallet service in India

DEX Swap

Support for BRL - Brazilian
Reals through PIX

Crypto Loan

Wallet service in Brazil

Staking - LYO and USDT

Masternode service

Buy/Sell with card and SEPA/
SWIFT

Gift card

Referral system

Mobile top-up

Mobile app
Platform interface for desktop and mobile browser
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOTRAVEL

LYOTRAVEL is a crypto travel platform to buy flight tickets with bitcoin and altcoins.
Affordable prices compared to the most famous online travel providers, exclusive
only to LYOPAY customers. LYOTRAVEL works in partnership with IATA
(International Air Transport Association).

Cryptocurrencies available for payments are: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Binance
Coin and LYO Credit. Visa or MasterCard payments are available. This
cryptocurrency payment system allows to pay for a single purchase from different
wallets (of the same currency): it is the optimal solution for those who have funds
distributed in multiple wallets or for payments from different owners - a solution for
group travel. 

By choosing to pay with crypto, the platform will show the original price in fiat
money converted into the cryptocurrency selected. An address for payment will
appear to complete the transaction. Once the blockchain processes all the
necessary confirmations, the page will show “PAID” as the status. 


Website:


https://lyotravel.com/


Docs and Guides: 


https://docs.lyotravel.com/


Customer Service: 


https://support.lyotravel.com/
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOTRAVEL

Services

Features Coming Soon

Flight bookings

Hotel booking

Delta Air Lines, Lufthansa,
British Airways, Emirates and
other top airlines

Private jet booking

Low-Cost Carrier (LCC)
airlines

Car rental

Travel staking

Transportation booking as taxi
and bus

Multi-wallet payment

Mobile app
Platform interface for desktop and mobile browser
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOWALLET

LYOWALLET is a non-custodial wallet. Once downloaded on the smartphone, it
offers services to buy cryptocurrencies and trade digital assets without sharing any
information with the app. Any sensitive data is 100% protected and stored only on
the smartphone. This also means that the owner of the wallet is the only one
responsible for their private keys.

Website: 


https://wallet.lyopay.com/


Docs and Guides: 


http://docs.wallet.lyofi.com/


Customer Service: 


https://support.lyofi.com/


iOS App Store: 


https://apps.apple.com/ae/app/lyo-wallet-nfts-crypto/id1624892548


Android Google Play: 


https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lyofi.wallet
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOWALLET

Services

Features Coming Soon

Cryptocurrency storage - 157
tokens

Staking

Cryptocurrencies sell with
SEPA/SWIFT transfer

Yield Farming

Traditional (fiat) currencies
available, as USD, EUR, AED,
BRL
NFT Storage
Import and export wallets by
private key

Mobile app
Platform interface for desktop and mobile browser
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOTECH LABS

LYOTEACH LABS provides full technical support for the LYOPAY Ecosystem and
provides services that manage clients’ servers using Linux Virtual Private Servers
and tier 3 data centers that are ISO 27001-certified.

It also develops software and hardware products such as smartphones, tablets,
laptops, and smartwatches. In addition, it aims to develop secure, crypto-friendly
devices so people are provided with the latest technology that can help them stay
ahead in the changing times of the FinTech industry. All smart devices use a
customized Android operating system for better security and crypto asset
management.

Website: 


https://www.lyotechlabs.com/


Products

Products Coming Soon

LYOPAY CoolWallet-S

LYOWATCH
LYOPHONE
LYOTAB

LYOPAY CoolWallet-S for crypto cold storage available on the shop:

https://shop.lyotechlabs.com/
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Products – Live Platform and Service - LYOMERCHANT

LYOMERCHANT is a plug-in to accept cryptocurrency payments in online shops or
physical stores. A tool for businesses to easily accept cryptocurrencies as a mode
of payment. The use of cryptocurrencies in daily life to make purchases is essential
for their mass adoption.

Services
Payment gateway workflow
FastPay with custom amount payment to merchant
FastPay with link based payment
POS terminal (swipe machine) with payment receipt
Deposit and withdraw
Liquidity integration
Deposit and withdraw
Invoicing
API integration
Shopify and WooCommerce plugins
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOSWAP BOT

LYOSWAP BOT
LYOSWAP BOT is a Telegram BOT to do swap trading. With this tool, users can buy
and sell cryptocurrency directly on Telegram through the app’s chatbot. The BOT is
available for smartphone and computer desktop apps.

Telegram BOT: 

t.me/lyoswapbot


Features:
380+ cryptocurrencies available
KYC and registration are not required
No hidden fees or extra charges
Low fees compared to other web-based swaps
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Products – Live Platform and Service – LYOBRIDGE

This is the bridge that enables cross-chain transfer of tokens from one blockchain
to another. The user will connect their wallet, select the tokens to transfer along
with the chain originating from, and destination chain, then proceed with the
bridging activity.

Website: 


https://bridge.lyocredit.io/


Features:

Primary Chain: BNB Chain
Side chain: Ethereum, Matic
Network Bridging: ETH-BNB, Matic-BNB, ETH-Matic
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Products – In Development

In Development
Product

50

Description

Website

LYOCARE

Corporate social
responsibility initiative
of LYOPAY

In Development

LYOBANQ

Neobank available in
150 countries

In Development

LYOPAY Pro

Payments app for
crypto and fiat
currencies

In Development

LEVEL21 HUB

Business accelerator
program

In Development

LYOTIER

Multi-tier rewards
system

In Development

LYOSMART CHAIN

Native L1 blockchain

In Development

LYOCUSTODY

Institutional custodian
solution

In Development

LYOPEDIA

Cryptocurrency
education platform

In Development

LYOBROKER

DeFi crypto plugin

In Development

LYOAGENT

Whitelabel solution of

In Development

all LYOPAY product

Products – In Development - LYOBANQ

LYOBANQ is a neobank service provider powered by LYOPAY. It provides B2B and
B2C digital banking services in 190 countries, supporting 38 currencies all in the
same account with Forex trading features.

Users can carry out transactions within Europe with the SEPA system, which are
processed in just a few minutes. LYOBANQ also supports SWIFT transfer, a secure
and standardized method of sending or receiving money to and from banks
worldwide.

LYOBANQ provides virtual and plastic cards to withdraw money from ATMs across
the world. Up to 100 cards for business accounts.

Payroll account is available to have an account reserved only for processing
salaries. Separate corporate funds and vendor payments with salaries, to regularly
deposit the same amount into the account and stay on top of payroll.


Website: 


https://www.lyobanq.com


Services
Private account
Business account
EUR and USD accounts (up to 38 currencies to request)
MasterCard debit card
Payroll account
SEPA/SWIFT
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Products – In Development – LYOPAY Pro

LYOPAY Pro will be a payment application with cryptocurrencies and fiat money,
available in 150 countries. It can be considered the powered up edition of LYOPAY
app: the purpose of its creation is to provide a crypto app with integrated fiat
currencies which, in enhancement to LYOPAY, will be available to multiple
countries around the globe beyond Europe. Compatible currencies will be USD, EUR,
GBP, CNY, JPY. Services will also include IBAN account with debit cards and virtual
card. The plan is then to merge the original LYOPAY app and LYOPAY Pro once
both can have the same services.

Services
EUR, USD, GBP, CNY, JPY
SEPA and SWIFT
Debit card
Apple Pay, Google Pay
150 countries
Concierge Service
Crypto wallet
Crypto exchange
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Products – In Development

LEVEL 21

LEVEL21 HUB is a business accelerator program that aims to propel budding
companies to success by offering them mentorship, investment opportunities, and
other forms of necessary support. Through LEVEL21 HUB’s guidance, start-ups will
be able to gain strength, stability, and self-sufficiency. LEVEL21 Launchpad refers to
an IDO platform for launching new coins, crypto projects, and raising liquidity.

LYOTIER is a project planned to set up a multi-tier rewards system for end-users
who hold, use, and stake LYO tokens. This essentially keeps a healthy approach
towards the tokens which secures the token's increasing valuation. It will mainly
include gamification and loyalty schemes with corporates for customers using or
staking LYO Credit tokens.

LYOSMART CHAIN will be the proprietary blockchain to bridge fiat money to the
decentralized world. Applications developed on this chain will be automatically
connected to and available on every platform within the ecosystem.

Secure tools about custody service for corporate customers. These include multisignature accounts, mobile and desktop key, cold storage, key recovery, with 24/7
global support.
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Products – In Development

LYOPEDIA

An academy about the fundamentals of cryptocurrency, blockchain, FinTech and
DeFi market. LYOPEDIA is also the area where each service of the ecosystem will
be explained to provide users with a better understanding of the projects and their
purpose.

By installing the LYOBROKER plug-in, DeFi companies will be able to accept card
payments in fiat currency and receive cryptocurrency automatically at affordable
costs.

White label and API services for crypto–tools. Solution for companies to start
working in the Fintech sector. Receive commissions up to 50%.


A company can customize its product with its own brand, logo and identity. It's a
cost-effective way to have a product to promote, without concerns for legal, tech
and regulatory approvals.


Initial license cost:
€250,000 one time
€15,000 monthly fee
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Business Development - Roadmap

Roadmap
2021
Q1 - Q
LYO Credit - ICO
Travel Voucher
EUR Proxy Account
Mastercard for 50 countries
Referral (Stage 1)
Service Agent
Reduce fees for blockchain
wallet





Q
LYO Credit Token Wallet
COTI
20 currencies
LYOAGENT
LYOSHOP Lifestyle
LYOPAY Cold Wallet
Production
Hiring new people in the
team





Q
LYOTECH LABS Website
LYOPAY Company Meetup (Zoom)
New AML/KYC integration
Hiring new people in the team
Future Blockchain Summit 2021
LYOTRADE Testing
New office in Dubai
LYOTRADE Crypto Exchange License received
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Business Development - Roadmap

2022
Q
LYOTRADE Launch
LYOPAY Company Meetup (Zoom)
Listing LYO Credit on exchange
LYOTECH LABS product pre-launch
Vault/Staking on LYOTRADE
Cloud Minting Service for Institutional
Crypto Expo Dubai
BSC integration with 10 new tokens
TRC20 integration with 10 new tokens
Airdrop
New design for LYOGROUP

Q
LYOPAY - 2.0
Multilingual (10 languages) in LYOPAY
LYOTRAVEL 2.0
LYO WALLET app with NFT storage and private key expor
LYOSWAP Bot
LYOBRIDGE
LYOMERCHANT - Under testing
Crypto Expo Dubai Event
5 new staking offers - LYOTRADE
10 cryptocurrencies and 20 new pair- LYOTRADE
Crypto Loan - LYOTRADE
Buy and Sell Crypto with Wire Transfer SEPA and SWIFT LYOTRADE
Listing on 3 exchange LYO Credit
Launchpad Platform - LEVEL21 HUB
Listing CMC and CG for LYO Credit
LYOPAY Financial Licence in GEORGIA
LYOTRADE Financial Licence in GEORGIA
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Business Development - Roadmap

Q
• LYOPAY - 3.0
• LYOTRADE - 2.0
• LYOBANQ
• LEVEL21 LAUNCHPAD
• LYOMERCHANT
• New fiat account - LYOTRADE/LYOPAY
• SEPA and SWIFT Payment in 38 currencies LYOBANQ
• Account opening facilitated for 95 countries LYOBANQ
• Virtual Card and Physical Card Issuance LYOBANQ
• Pre-Launch Encrypted Phone
• New LYO Credit Website
• Listing new tokens on LYOPAY
• LYO Credit on different Chain
• USD Proxy Account - LYOTRADE
• Brazilian Real Account and Wallet service for Brazil - LYOTRADE
• Booking Hotel on LYOTRAVEL
• Booking Car on LYOTRAVEL
• LCC Airlines on LYOTRAVEL
• Group travel with single itinerary multi-wallet booking on LYOTRAVEL
• Mobile Version - LYOTRADE
• New platform designs and upgrades - LYOTRAD
• New office in Asia
• Involvement in Blockchain Event and Global Consensus, Dubai
• Blockchain World Academy
• Fireblocks Integration
• Listing new tokens on LYOPAY
• Corporate onboarding in LYOPAY
• Global Registration (150+ countries) in LYOPAY
• 150,000 active business clients - LYOPAY
• Adding new languages - Italian, Croatian, and Greek- LYOPAY
• Launching the branding and website for LYOPAY Group
• Launching 10 chapters around the world - LYOPAY Group
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Business Development - Roadmap

Q
LYOPAY Pro
LYOAGENT
LYOCUSTODY
LYOBROKER
LYOTIER
200,000 active business clients - LYOPAY
Whitelabel for LYOTRADE - LYOAGENT
New Mastercard EU Market - LYOPAY
3rd-Party API - LYOPAY
Asian VISA for 130 countries/UnionPay card - LYOPAY
Pro
NR Account and Wallet service for India - LYOTRADE
Set up office in India - LYOTRADE
New Staking offers - LYOTRADE
Gift-card - LYOTRADE
Guerrilla marketing campaign - LYOPAY GROUP
Insurance - LYOCUSTODY
VPN - LYOTECHLABS
QR-code payment
Mobile Top-Up - LYOTRADE
Blockchain Event
Launch 20 chapters around the world - LYOPAY Group
Crisis Relief funds, Medical Support, Donations and other
philanthropic initiatives for MENA, Europe and Africa LYOCARE
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Business Development - Roadmap

2023
Start LYOCHAIN development
LEVEL21 HUB
Cashback on card
Improve UX of all platform
E-commerce
Lending P2P
Virtual SIM
Social Trading
Mining Service - LYOTRADE
Masternode service - LYOTRADE
Crowd Funding Service
New Staking offers
Get 3 new Licence
New Office in USA and South America
Open USA Market with our service
Integrate currencies of more countries
Mobile Application - LYOTRAVEL
Institution Partnerships for introducing new services - LYOTRAVEL
Business Partnerships for increasing customer adoption - LYOTRAVEL
Loyalty schemes - LYOTRADE
LYOTIER

2024
2 Million Active Clients
Bank License in Puerto Rico
Exchange License in Japan
More Fiat Channel
LYOPEDIA
LYOCUSTODY
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Business Development - Team

Team

Luiz Góes

CEO - Chief Executive Officer
Luiz Góes is a business executive with a specialization in process
management, leadership, and business implementation. He has worked in
fintech management and has promoted several digital business
consultancies. He graduated with a bachelor's degree in military science from
Academia Militar das Agulhas Negras in 2008, and holds an MBA in public
management. He also holds a Medal of Military Merit for excellent services
rendered to the Brazilian Army. In 2018, Luiz became a financial advisor for a
fintech group in Dubai. In 2020, he founded LGbank, a cryptocurrency
escrow platform. He developed and designed business tokenization projects
with an emphasis on project implementation and profit-sharing, and based
on crowdfunding models. In Brazil, he leads a group with 8,000 clients that
participate in business under his recommendation. He has also provided
consultancy for altcoins and tokens projects
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Business Development - Team

Baiba Broka
Head of Legal

Baiba Broka is Latvia’s former Minister of Justice and was president of
the Latvian Biathlon Federation. She served on the board of Freeport
of Riga, an air navigation service provider, and as an executive
member of the Latvian Olympic Committee. She is a lecturer at the
University of Latvia and a visiting faculty for universities in Brazil, the
US, and Estonia.
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Vincenzo Picciuolo
Head of IT

Vincenzo Picciuolo is an information technology consultant with more than
20 years of experience in software development, hardware
implementation, and full product development. He is a blockchain expert
that has demonstrated his expertise in business planning, product and
system implementation application of new technologies, research, and
quality testing of new equipment. He is also well-versed in the
management and implementation of IT systems on Microsoft Office, Linux,
VMware, and Hyper-V-based virtualization, and the creation and
development of new farm infrastructure servers. Aside from being an IEEE
member since 2001, Vincenzo has also been involved in the full process
management of different tech products and multiple certifications such as
Microsoft MCSA, Microsoft MCSE, Microsoft MCDBA, Cisco NW48IT, Cisco
ICND1, Cisco ICND2, Cisco CCNA, Cisco CCNP, PCI DDS compliance
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Solandia Jurdi
Head of Compliance

Solandia Jurdi has six years of experience specializing in Regulatory
Compliance, AML, and CFT, alongside legal and corporate governance.
She is based on Virtual Asset businesses and exchanges, helping FinTechs
develop compliance, regulatory, and AML frameworks for today’s
market and within multiple jurisdictions
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Mert Mamo
Product Manager

Mert Mamo is a software engineer holding a master’s degree in
Computer and Information Sciences and Support Services, and another
master’s degree in Project Management. He has been a software
architect and mobile app software analyst for prominent companies in
the UAE for over 10 years, applying his techno-functional expertise in
project management, banking software, and finance.
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Amit Sharma
Product Manager

Amit Sharma holds a Master's degree in Business, and more than six
years of experience in FinTech, majorly in financial inclusion and building
transactional platforms for merchants, last-mile, and the under banked
population. Served as a visiting faculty to a university over FinTech. In
addition, he has had roles in transformation, operations, IT, partnerships,
onboarding, product ownership, and go-to-market for FinTech
applications.
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Advisors

Alessio Vinassa

Business Accelerator Manager
Alessio Vinassa is responsible for creating and implementing a growth
strategy for the company, with problem-solving, strong coordination and
organizational skills. He manages relations with external companies in
collaboration with LYOPAY, developing sponsorship and partnership
opportunities. Alessio has been working in the fintech and blockchain sector
since 2013 as a consultant for corporates, and will bring his experience as an
entrepreneur and fintech project manager to the expansion of our
organization.
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Jonathan Austin
Product Manager Advisor

With twenty years experience in designing business architecture as well
as solving business problems with apps and business architecture, Austin
will advise on project technology development. He has worked for IBM,
Oracle and SAP to enhance these companies in the digital landscape,
making their services accessible to an even wider network of people.
With Austin's contribution, the company will be able to identify customer
need and the larger business objectives that our products will fulfill,
rallying the team to turn that vision into a reality.
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Malcolm Tan
Investor Relations

A legally-trained entrepreneur with extensive experience in the
construction, telecommunications, engineering, retail, IT and financial
industries. Malcolm ran a full-service Human Resource consultancy with a
strong technology focus. His goal in LYOPAY is to maximize potential and
achieve success in partnership with business associates and partners. He
managing communication between company’s corporate management
and its investors.
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Frank D. MBA

Marketing & Communication Advisor
With strong analytical and communication skills, Frank was involved in
building a marketing strategy for the project. He has worked on several
IDO, IEO, ICO, STO and IPO projects. He explores all complex choices and
business decisions to identify the essential elements that drive business
and profit. Frank will deliver for the project a personalized business
model and top-notch marketing strategies.
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Shaif Ali Shaikh
Token Analyst Advisor

Nabeel Qadri

Institutional Investment Advisor
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Business Development - Partnership

Partnership
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Business Development - Partnership

Service Providers
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Sponsorship
Ambassador Program


Crypto enthusiasts who share a common goal with LYOPAY—the mass adoption of
cryptocurrency—are invited to join the Ambassador Program. Here, candidates will
be taught about the LYO Ecosystem, its services, and how they work. This includes
LYOPAY's vision, mission, and plans for the future. Plus, a candidate will be selected
as a brand ambassador!



Brand Ambassador


LYOPAY is building an Ambassador Program. In this program, LYOPAY will select
one brand ambassador to be assigned to a specific country and serve as LYOPAY's
representative. The brand ambassador will be required to understand the
ecosystem inside and out. They will host events, forums, and seminars to educate
people about the power of cryptocurrency, to guide them as they enter the crypto
world, and to inform them of the value of the LYOPAY products.



Blockchain World Academy


LYOPAY is an official partner of Blockchain World Academy, a non-profit
organization providing training and education to those interested in learning about
blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies. This partnership aims to achieve the
mass adoption of cryptocurrencies, anticipating a world in which digital assets
become fully accepted by shops and businesses and are used worldwide as a
common means of payment.
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LYOCARE
Crypto has the power to reach every corner of the world, even the povertystricken communities. That is why we are creating LYOCARE, that aims to
create a real impact on society by helping the underprivileged, no matter
where they are in the world.


LYOCARE initiatives are:
Empower the community
Influence the next generation
Create sustainable communities
Improve equality
Alleviate poverty
Bring serious issues to the spotlight
Protect public health 
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Websites

LYOTRADE : 

www.lyotrade.com


LYOTRAVEL : 

www.lyotravel.com 


LYOWALLET : 

www.wallet.lyopay.com


LYOTECH : 

www.lyotechlabs.com 
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Contacts - Docs

Docs
Docs and guides are available for projects and product information.

docs.lyopay.com

docs.lyotrade.com

docs.lyocredit.io

docs.lyotravel.com

docs.wallet.lyofi.com
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Contacts – Social Media Pages

Social Media Pages

linktr.ee/lyopay

blog.lyopay.com

twitter.com/lyopayofficial

linkedin.com/company/lyopay

instagram.com/lyopayofficial

facebook.com/lyopayofficial

youtube.com/c/LYOPAY
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Contacts – Telegram Channels

LYOPAY

Telegram Channels
English :

t.me/lyopay 


Spanish :

t.me/lyopayes


Russian :

t.me/lyopayru


Hindi :

t.me/lyopayhi

LYO Credit

Telegram Channel
https://t.me/lyocredit

LYOTRADE

Telegram Channel
https://t.me/lyotrade
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Contacts – Email

Email

Customer Support Center :

support@lyopay.com


Legal Department :

legal@lyopay.com


Marketing Department :

marketing@lyopay.com


Partnership :

partnership@lyopay.com


General information :

info@lyopay.com

Admins will never send you a direct message. If anybody approaches you directly via
email or on Telegram pretending to represent customer support or other department of
the company, please block them and report as spam.
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Disclaimer
No representations


DIGILYO APP LTD intends to operate in full compliance with applicable laws and
regulations and use its best endeavors to obtain the necessary licenses and
approvals. Regulatory licenses and/or approvals are likely to be required in a
number of relevant jurisdictions in which relevant activities may take place. This
means that the development and roll-out of all the initiatives described in this
whitepaper are not guaranteed. It is not possible to guarantee, and no person
makes any representations, warranties or assurances, that any such licenses or
approvals will be obtained within a particular timeframe or at all. As such, the
initiatives described in this white paper may not be available in certain jurisdictions,
or at all. This could require restructuring of these initiatives and/or their
unavailability in all or certain respects. In addition, the development of any
initiatives is intended to be implemented in stages. During certain stages of
development, the project may rely on relationships with certain licensed thirdparty entities. If these entities are no longer properly licensed in the relevant
jurisdiction, this will impact the ability of the project to rely on the services of that
party. No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient of this
white paper or its advisers as to the accuracy or completeness of the information,
statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in or
derived from this white paper or any omission from this document or of any other
written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any
interested party or their advisers. The LYOCREDIT tokens, as envisaged in this white
paper, are under development and are being constantly updated, including but not
limited to key governance and technical features. If and when the LYOCREDIT
tokens are completed, they may differ significantly from the description set out in
this white paper. No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or
reasonableness of any plans, future projections or prospects and nothing in this
document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the
future. To the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss or damage of
whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not and whether or not
www.LYOCREDIT.io has been advised of the possibility of such loss or damage)
which may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions
contained in this white paper or any information which is made available in
connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence,
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default or lack of care, is disclaimed.Third-party data. This white paper contains
data and references obtained from third-party sources. Whilst the management
believes that these data are accurate and reliable, they have not been subject to
independent audit, verification, or analysis by any professional legal, accounting,
engineering, or financial advisors. There is no assurance as to the accuracy,
reliability, or completeness of the data. Translations This white paper and related
materials are issued in English. Any translation is for reference purposes only and is
not certified by any person. No assurance can be made as to the accuracy and
completeness of any translations. If there is any inconsistency between a
translation and the English version of this white paper, the English version shall
prevail. Restricted transmission This white paper must not be taken or transmitted
to any jurisdiction where distribution or dissemination of this white paper is
prohibited or restricted. Views of www.lyopay.com and www.LYOCREDIT.com The
views and opinions expressed in this white paper are those of www.lyopay.com
and do not reflect the official policy or position of any government, authority or
public body (including but not limited to any regulatory body) in any jurisdiction.
This white paper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.Third-party
references. References in this white paper to specific companies, networks and/or
potential use cases are for illustrative purposes only. The use of any company and/
or platform names and trademarks does not imply any affiliation with, or
recommendation, or endorsement of/by, any of those parties. All references to
USD, or ‘$’ are references to the United States Dollars unless otherwise stated. All
references to ‘euro’, EUR or ‘€’ are references to the Euro unless otherwise stated.



Graphics


All graphics included in this white paper are for illustrative purposes only. In
particular, graphics with price references do not translate into actual pricing
information.

No Advice


This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice,
trading advice or recommendation by lyopay.com, its affiliates, or its respective
officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or consultants on the
merits of purchasing LYO Credit tokens nor should it be relied upon in connection
with any other contract or purchasing decision.
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Not a Sale of Security


This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service offering
document and is not an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security,
investment products, regulated products or financial instruments in any jurisdiction.
LYO Credit tokens are not being structured or sold as securities in lyopay.com.
Owners of LYO Credit tokens are not entitled to any rights in lyopay.com or any of
its affiliates, including any equity, shares, units, royalties to capital, profit, returns or
income in lyopay.com or any other company or intellectual property associated
with lyopay.com

Risk statements


Purchasing LYO Credit tokens involves substantial risk and may lead to a loss of a
substantial or entire amount of the money involved. Prior to purchasing LYO Credit
tokens, you should carefully assess and take into account the risks, including those
listed in any other documentation. A purchaser should not purchase LYO Credit
tokens for speculative or investment purposes. Purchasers should only purchase
LYO Credit tokens if they fully understand the nature of the LYOCREDIT tokens and
accept the risks inherent to the LYOCREDIT tokens. Cryptographic tokens may be
subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other malicious groups or
organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways,
including malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks,
Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing which may result in the loss of your
cryptographic tokens or the loss of your ability to access or control your
cryptographic tokens. In such event, there may be no remedy, and holders of
cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation.
The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently
unsettled, varies among jurisdictions and is subject to significant uncertainty. It is
possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules relating to
cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology, or blockchain
applications may be implemented which may directly or indirectly affect or restrict
cryptographic token holders’ right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use
cryptographic tokens. The uncertainty in tax legislation relating to cryptographic
tokens and digital assets may expose cryptographic token holders to tax
consequences associated with the use or trading of cryptographic token. Digital
assets and related products and services carry significant risks.
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Potential purchasers should take into account all of the above and assess the
nature of, and their own appetite for, relevant risks independently and consult their
advisers before making any decisions. Professional advice: you should consult a
lawyer, accountant, tax professional and/or any other professional advisors as
necessary prior to determining whether to purchase LYO Credit tokens

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements


This white paper contains certain forward-looking statements regarding the
business we operate that are based on the belief as well as certain assumptions
made by and information available to www.lyopay.com www.lyocredit.io
Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject to significant risks and
uncertainties. Forward-looking statements may involve estimates and assumptions
and are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors beyond our control and
prediction. Accordingly, these factors could cause actual results or outcomes that
differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Any
forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of which such statement is
made, we undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to
reflect events or circumstances after the date on which such statement is made or
to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events

Licences and approvals are not assured in all
jurisdictions


LYOPAY Group (“LYOPAY”) intends to operate in full compliance with applicable
laws and regulations and use its best endeavours to obtain the necessary licences
and approvals. Regulatory licences and/or approvals are likely to be required in a
number of relevant jurisdictions in which relevant activities may take place. This
means that the development and roll-out of all the initiatives described in this
whitepaper are not guaranteed. It is not possible to guarantee, and no person
makes any representations, warranties or assurances, that any such licences or
approvals will be obtained within a particular timeframe or at all. As such, the
initiatives described in this whitepaper may not be available in certain jurisdictions,
or at all. This could require restructuring of these initiatives and/or its unavailability
in all or certain respects. In addition, the development of any initiatives is intended
to be implemented in stages. During certain stages of development,
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the project may rely on relationships with certain licensed third party entities. If
these entities are no longer properly licensed in the relevant jurisdiction, this will
impact the ability of LYOPAY to rely on the services of that party.

This document is a vision document and should not be considered a specification. It
is not promotional material, reflecting the fact of issuance of securities and calling
for investment in the sense in which it understands the law on securities. LYO Credit
token does not give its holders ownership of a part of any segment of the public or
private market. The main purpose of the LYO Credit token's existence is its use in
the LYOPAY ecosystem. The sole purpose of this document is to present the
LYOPAY project to potential holders of tokens in such a way that they can make
reasonable and informed decisions regarding the purchase of LYO Credit tokens.
This document describes in detail the management of the LYOPAY project, its
importance to society based on our believes, its functionality and distributed within
the token sale campaign. No advice Just like any blockchain technology,
acquisition of LYO Credit tokens is associated with a high level of financial risk. All
investments are done at your sole discretion and you are solely responsible for
assessing all potential investment risks as well as doing your due diligence prior to
the time of investment. Consult your advisors before making a decision to purchase
any Tokens. No offer of securities LYOPAY, DIGILYO APP LTD and “LYO Credit” (as
described in this white paper) is not intended to constitute securities in any
jurisdiction. This white paper does not constitute a prospectus nor offer document
of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer or solicitation of securities or
any other investment or other product in any jurisdiction. All statements, project
technical information and other declarative information contained in this document
cannot be considered as guarantees or promises to the holders of LYO Credit
tokens. Such data may not be considered as a financial prediction of any. Forward
Looking statements are based on publicly available statistics as well as the
proposals and forecasts of the initiators of token sale LYOPAY. Despite the fact that
the organizers believe the forward-looking statements are reasonable and
implementable, LYOPAY cannot guarantee to buyers of tokens the correctness of
such forward-looking statements, as well as the intended results of the company's
activities specified in them. LYOPAY will do everything in their power to fulfill
predictions listed in the roadmap in good faith to the best of their ability.


Translations


This white paper and related materials are originally issued in English. Any
translation is for reference purposes only and is not certified by any person. If there
is any inconsistency found between a translation and the English version of this
white paper, the English version prevails. Unless otherwise stated, all references to
“$” and “dollars” in this white paper pertain to United States dollars.
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Unless otherwise stated, all references to “€” and “euro” in this white paper pertain
to European Euro. This white paper has not been reviewed by any regulatory
authority in any jurisdiction.

Risk Factors


The risk of losing access to LYO Credit tokens in case of loss of private keys. A
private key or a combination of private keys is required to manage LYO Credit
tokens stored in your digital wallet. The loss of private keys connected to your
digital wallet automatically leads to the loss of access to LYO Credit tokens. In
addition, if any third party gains access to your private keys or data to enter your
wallet, access to your LYO Credit tokens can also be lost. Any technical issues
related to the wallet on which you store LYO Credit tokens, including your own
wrong wallet maintenance actions, can also lead to the loss of LYO Credit tokens.
We strongly suggest you take every safety measure available to you in order to
protect your wallet, your private keys and your LYO Credit tokens. No LYO Credit
tokens will be re-issued in case of the loss or a theft.

BNB


Use Risk Since LYO Credit tokens and the entire LYOPAY ecosystem are based on
the Binance Smart Chain protocol, any possible failure of the BNB protocol can
adversely affect the ecosystem of LYOPAY and LYO Credit tokens, which are in
circulation within this system. The development of cryptography and technological
advances in blockchain technology in general can also pose a potential threat to
LYO Credit tokens and the LYOPAY ecosystem, including token functionality and
value. Risk of mining attacks LYO Credit tokens are at risk of miner attacks during
the confirmation of token transactions in the BNB blockchain, including the risk of
double-spending attacks, MMP attacks, and self-mining mining attacks. Any
successful attack of this type puts the entire LYOPAY ecosystem at risk. Risk of
crack and Security Protocol Vulnerability Hackers and other organized crime
groups may try to hack the LYOPAY ecosystem and assign LYO Credit tokens to
themselves in various ways. The risk associated with unpredictable actions of
regulators and law enforcement agencies Due to the imperfection of the legal
framework, the legal status of LYO Credit tokens and blockchain technologies is
not clear in some jurisdictions.
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It is impossible to predict any law enforcement actions regarding the operation of
the LYOPAY ecosystem and the handling of LYO Credit tokens should the legal field
change in such jurisdictions. It is also impossible to foresee possible changes in
legislation made by legislative bodies of various jurisdictions related to the
regulation of the blockchain sphere. The possibility of such changes represents a
potential risk for owners of LYO Credit tokens. This may include, for instance, an
updated requirement by a certain jurisdiction to have LYOPAY conduct a
compulsory KYC/ AML procedure, where it was not previously required, in order to
finalize the transaction. Taxation Risk The tax component of the acquisition of LYO
Credit tokens is not clearly defined. Your purchase of LYO Credit tokens can lead to
adverse tax consequences, including income tax or other types of tax. Risk
associated with the development and maintenance of the LYOPAY ecosystem
LYOPAY Ecosystem is under development and may be subject to significant
changes and corrections in terms of technical operation up to the full completion of
the development of the platform.
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Find out more
Official website:


www.lyopay.com

Twitter:


@lyopayofficial

Discord:


https://discord.gg/AtPKSG6Ep9


Linkedin:


https://www.linkedin.com/company/lyopay/


Telegram:


https://t.me/lyopay
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